Design One Project Four
20th Century Design Book
You will combine type, imagery, and graphics to present the article, “A Visit to the Dessau Bauhaus”, written by
Julius Posener. Your book will also include the “Bauhaus Manifesto”, written by Walter Gropius. As with editorial
design, your books will amplify the content of the article through the layout. Your close study of the subject through
design practice will help you and others to understand it in much greater detail.
Process
1. Create a multi-page document using InDesign.
-Develop an organizational structure (grid) that creates unity across the spreads of the book, clarifies the
information and also enhances the reader’s experience.
-Use images of the subject that have been provided. Develop graphics that complement both the subject and
the overall design. Choose typefaces that are relevant and legible.
-Binding and Layout will be demonstrated in class. Proofs and trials are especially important with larger
projects. A model will become due during the assignment period.
2. Use only two typefaces for your book.
-Consider carefully your choice in type so that you have a strong, readable, text face with a suitable companion
face for emphasis and variety.
-Use a typeface for which we have many fonts and styles. Look for many weights and variations that have been
designed into the typeface family.
3. Research/Project Development
-Read the articles and research the database of images. Conduct additional research into the topic to create
an appropriate context for the text and images.. Consult books and websites for more information. Links are
provided on the course homepage.
-Image/Graphics Research. Search for and organize images that you may want to use in the book. Develop a
plan to use imagery and graphics to accompany text. Research typefaces.
-Thumbnail sketches. Investigate layout ideas, organization and grids. Create quick preliminary sketches to
generate ideas and potential solutions to the problem. Don’t draw out all the individual letters or images. Use
shapes and shades of grey to block out type and graphics. Explore visual/verbal relationships
-Choice/Refinement. Narrow to one or two layout plans. Use the computer and work to actual size. Work
quickly, printing out proofs and revising. Use both drawing and digital output at this stage, experimenting with
placement of images and text.
-Comprehensives. Perfect book design. Produce a full scale, bound mock-up of book for critique.
Final Presentation
1. Critique and comprehensives provide basis to work up completed project.
-Book will be output and bound (saddle stitch) using InDesign’s Print Booklet feature. Each page will measure
8x8". You will have 12 pages total, including the cover for the book
-Final must be bound according to model. Be sure to include your name on the cover as part of the design.
-Images and text can be found on the ArtX Server>Teachers>238>Bauhaus Files
-The article, “A visit to the Dessau Bauhaus”, by Julius Posener, and “Manifesto of the Staatliches Bauhaus”, by
Walter Gropius, must be included in the book.
-Work with the images that have been provided. You may create modified imagery and graphics to enhance
your design and the reader’s experience.
-Books should include additional hierarchical elements such: as pull-quotes, captions, call-outs, etc.
Books must have page numbers
2. Printing. Plan Ahead! Large files will take longer to print!.
-With a multi-page document, files will become more complex. Package your document regularly; organize links
and fonts. Practice working with Print Booklet and generating printer’s spreads pdfs
-Projects are due on the date announced. There will be no exceptions or extensions made for binding,
printing or access problems.

Schedule
Nov 8

Due Today: Project Three. Introduction of Project Four.
Homework: L ook for three magazine articles that appeal to you. Look for variety. Write a critique of your
chosen layouts, outlining hierarchical elements like headers, pull-quotes, captions, etc. Note
elements in the design that are consistent, such as color, form, texture. Outline grid structure
directly on the pages with a ruler and marker. All layouts will be displayed during a group
discussion.
Create 50 thumbnail sketches of layout ideas—consider theme and variation

Nov 13

Due Today: G
 roup discussion of magazine layouts, grids. Book subject.
Layout concepts for individual critique.
Homework: Read the article: “Taking it In” by Kathleen Tinkel. Respond to questions (below) in your
workbooks.
Create 3, distinct, full-size black and white layout concepts for critique.
	-sample layouts must experiment with typography, multiple columns, grids, hierarchical
devices, imagery/graphics.
		
Nov 15 Due Today: Document spreads and concepts for critique. Tinkel article discussion. Be prepared to discuss
overall theme of your book and its relationship to the subject.
Nov 20	Print Booklet Demo
Homework: Complete Full-Scale, Bound Book required for critique. Books must be printed in color for
representation and proofing purposes. Books must be complete with all of the text from the
two articles, graphics, imagery, hierarchical devices and covers.
Nov 22

Thanksgiving Break

Nov 27

Due Today: P
 olished Comprehensives for critique. Mock-ups must be printed in color, contain all
information and be bound.
			 				
Nov 29 Work Day. PDF, Drop Box Demo.
Dec 4

Work Day.

Dec 6

Due Today: P
 roject Four. Submit along with all work completed this semester. Workbooks for all projects
must also be submitted. Be sure to include research notes, sources for paper and images.
Submit in clean brown paper portfolio, clearly labeled with name and class. Electronic
documentation of all projects must also be submitted.

Dec 13	Individual critiques of portfolios will occur during the last week of the semester. You will meet with me
in AC216 during your designated critique time. Check class list for your time and quietly enter the room,
setting up your work five minutes before your designated time.
Questions Tinkel Article
Define Readability and Legibility
How did lettering and typography evolve?
What are two important test results about reading?
What is a fixation? regression? doubling?
How is illegibility inherent in the alphabet?
provide specific examples
How do serifs relate to legibility?

What are the negative and positive effects of x-height?
How does leading affect readability?
Why should you indent the first line of a paragraph?
What are some features of “fine typography”?
List three “reading conditions” that affect readability
How many characters are recommended per line?

Julius Posener
A Visit to the Dessau Bauhaus
It is not possible to represent the Bauhaus visually. Since it was built (1915–16), more pictures have represented
this building than any other, even in this era that is so fond of architectural photography. We all knew it by heart,
and recognized or rejected it. And then an ancient man comes to Dessau at last—and sees the Bauhaus for the
first time.
Just take the famous and infamous glass building, the workshop building. Even the words glass building that
I’m using here smack of prejudice: of positive prejudice: “Well, it’s come off at last, this dream of a new architecture has become reality”, or negative: “It just doesn’t work, glass isn’t enough, it dissipates the building”. But
when you see the famous glass building, the first thing that strikes you is this: how relatively untransparent it
seems. This is quite fundamentally because the continuous “glass surfaces” are provided with a continuous closemeshed steel frame. I do not believe that such a close mesh was needed to support the large glass wall. If you
look around the Bauhaus for a little longer, you find this tight framing on much smaller windows. So it is probably an element of architecture—or even of decoration.
We all know all too well how impractical glass buildings were—and have remained; you can’t work in these
workshops in summer because it’s too hot and you can’t work in them in winter because you freeze. This criticism—and it is justified—was constantly leveled at the Bauhaus’s glass structure.
But this is a criticism that is true less of this one famous building than of a marked tendency in the early
years of this century; there has never been so much talk about the practical problems of building, and people
have never known less about them. The glass roof that Peter Behrens built over the AEG assembly plant before
1914 had to be largely covered over shortly after completion because it was impossible to work there. I could
mention other examples. There were probably two reasons why the Bauhaus glass building was persistently
criticized: one was that, unlike Behrens’s assembly plant, it was impossible to change anything here. The workshop rooms are light to the center, and have to remain so. In the assembly plant, which has wide windows, the
glass roof was not needed. So Gropius had miscalculated, perhaps he did not calculate at all, and simply didn’t
know what he was doing: a magnificent opportunity to criticize something that was later called functionalism!
But it is strange that it is not the unbroken run of glass on both sides of these rooms that catch the eye. What
does catch the eye is the structure.
These rooms are dominated by the structural concrete frames that follow in sequence within them. The
frames are like this: a support stands in the middle of the room—the rooms are very wide—and the two side
supports are placed in front of the glazed outer walls. In order to hold these—and the ceiling—the frame
above has to protrude as far as the outer wall. This protrusion is not just shown, it is emphasized. It is the frame
that is the feature of these rooms, not the outside wall. The oblique frame sections are shown with delight as
they rise from the supports to the beam: typical concrete construction elements—at least, as it was understood
at the time. And so it was this, showing the supporting frame precisely, that the architect apparently valued; and
one finds this delight in explaining the structure everywhere in the Bauhaus. Just take another spatial section,
the corridor in front of the rooms in the bridge that joins the two parts of the Bauhaus together. This was an
important corridor, because there were important rooms in the bridge, the masters’ rooms and Gropius’s own
office. The ceiling above the corridor consists of diagonally protruding beams: the protrusion is intentionally
emphasized. This part of the structure can be called logical: the corridor protrudes, and we are intended to see
that. But the fact that the window that runs through the corridor is not a through window but consists of two
less wide, but deeper windows on the sides and a wide—and less deep—central window, and that the side
windows are positioned further outside than the wide central window, can really not be seen until you walk
into the corridor; it is scarcely discernible from the outside. But inside the effect is so strange that you keep
going into the corridor—or the corridors. Corridors are always difficult. These are very successful—by artificial
means, I admit. In any case, the size and the protrusion of the side windows make it possible to take a close
look at the windows, and that means the construction of the windows.

The architect certainly intended us to be constantly aware of the structure: concrete frames and steel windows; of modern construction and what it can achieve. The intention was quite clearly to keep the people who
worked there constantly aware of this modern construction and what it can achieve. They should keep being
aware of it. And they do stay aware of it all the time.
Incidentally this is not presented in a doctrinaire fashion; and there are “places” in the Bauhaus where this
precise presentation is abandoned. The main staircase is interesting in this respect. The continuous window on
the stairs is like the Bauhaus glass walls, it is divided into small sections. When you go into the hall, you are faced
with a viewing window in one piece! Yes of course, modern technology can do that as well.
The spatial division is essentially simple, and you are constantly brought back to the stairs, the hallways, the
corridors. You can see why Schlemmer’s group painting is also a painting of this staircase: yes, it is the heart of
the Bauhaus. I should like to add just this about Gropius’s Bauhaus architecture: as everything structural—and
spatial— and as I have said it is not possible to separate the one from the other—is always present, present
and comprehensible, you very quickly feel very calm, very much as though you belong, animated, in this building
that was once considered to be a signal, indeed a blast on the trumpet. Ultimately this may have been Gropius’s
intention: he was not interested in sensation for sensation’s sake. But this impression—and it remains, you take
it away with you—is the last thing you would have expected. And I constantly wondered what would have become of me if I had subjected myself to this influence when I was a student (when the Bauhaus was built). But I
didn’t want to.
The Bauhaus should not be imitated. And it isn’t possible to do so, because the constructions, which
were new at the time and presented as sensible by the architect, do not concern us today. Whether the
whole question does not concern us is a different matter. I think it does concern us: the fact that a building
which, and let us not forget this, is entirely an idiosyncratic architecture has a calming influence on us because
it constantly explains itself—that does concern us, in my opinion; that is the aim of any architecture for life.
And the fact that any sense of this is constantly decreasing is what makes an encounter with the Bauhaus so
important.
Manifesto of the Staatliches Bauhaus
Walter Gropius, April 1919
The ultimate goal of all art is the building! The ornamentation of the building was once the main purpose of the
visual arts, and they were considered indispensable parts of the great building. Today, they exist in complacent
isolation, from which they can only be salvaged by the purposeful and cooperative endeavours of all artisans.
Architects, painters and sculptors must learn a new way of seeing and understanding the composite character
of the building, both as a totality and in terms of its parts. Their work will then re-imbue itself with the spirit of
architecture, which it lost in salon art.
The art schools of old were incapable of producing this unity – and how could they, for art may not be
taught. They must return to the workshop. This world of mere drawing and painting of draughtsmen and applied
artists must at long last become a world that builds. When a young person who senses within himself a love for
creative endeavour begins his career, as in the past, by learning a trade, the unproductive “artist” will no longer
be condemned to the imperfect practice of art because his skill is now preserved in craftsmanship, where he
may achieve excellence.
Architects, sculptors, painters – we all must return to craftsmanship! For there is no such thing as “art by
profession”. There is no essential difference between the artist and the artisan. The artist is an exalted artisan.
Merciful heaven, in rare moments of illumination beyond man’s will, may allow art to blossom from the work
of his hand, but the foundations of proficiency are indispensable to every artist. This is the original source of
creative design.
So let us therefore create a new guild of craftsmen, free of the divisive class pretensions that endeavoured
to raise a prideful barrier between craftsmen and artists! Let us strive for, conceive and create the new building
of the future that will unite every discipline, architecture and sculpture and painting, and which will one day rise
heavenwards from the million hands of craftsmen as a clear symbol of a new belief to come.

